This drawing is to be read in conjunction with:

- The proposals for engineering works refer to drawing IMSE300177-CH2-XX-00-DR-G-0200
- Arboicultural Impact Assessment and Arboicultural Method Statement (Middlemarch 2018)
- Existing trees and specification information the Contractor is to immediately notify Project Manager prior to continuing works.
- Any contractor that chooses to take forward this information for construction without full review process and sign-off does so at their own risk.
- Do not procure or manufacture materials, or undertake construction site works from this drawing unless the issue status is noted as 'for construction'.
- All measurements are to be checked on site prior to construction.

For other consultants drawings as referred.

- Proposed flood potential MG4a mitigation)
- Proposed wetland features, scrapes, backwaters
- Proposed dry meadow mix
- Proposed trees and woodland
- Proposed stone access track
- Proposed low flow weirs
- Proposed riprap